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In [1] some new partition theorems of the Rogers-Ramanujan type 
were proved. It was not noticed at that time, but a simple transformation 
of one of  the generating function involved yields the following general- 
ization of the Sylvester-Euler partition theorem [2, p. 14]. 
THEOREM. Let pk(n)(qk(n), respectively) denote the number of partitions 
of n in which there are an even (odd) number of parts divisible by 2k + 1 
(there are no restrictions on parts not divisible by 2k + 1). Let Bk.k(n) 
oo 
denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = ~j=lf i  "J, where 
[ l ( f i  + 1)] + [1(fi+1 + 1)] <~ k. Let Q(n) denote the number of partitions 
of n into distinct odd parts. Then 
l ( -1)nQ(n),  k = 0, 
pk(n) -- qk(n) = (Bk.k(n), k > O. 
REMARK. The special quality of the case k = 0 will be made evident 
in the generating functions. 
PROOF: We shall rely completely on the results and notation of [1]. 
For k > 0, we note 
1 + ~ Bk,k(n)qn = Rk.~(1) 
: f i  (1 - -  qn+l)-l(1 --  q(~k+2)tn+l))(1 --  qr 
nffi0 
= ~[ (1 --  q'~+l)-x(1 -- q(2k+l~n+l))(1 --  q(2k+x)(2n+l~) 
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= f i  (1 --qn)- i  f i  (l-~-q(2k+x)(m+l') -x 
n~O m=0 
2k+l~rn 
= 1 -+- ~ (pk(n) -- qk(n))q'~, 
n=l  
where the second equation follows from Jacobi's identity and the fourth 
equation is an application of  the Euler identity [2, p. 13]. 
The case k = 0 is the Sylvester-Euler theorem; its distinct character 
arises from the fact that Rk.~(0) = 1 if k > 0, while here R0.0(0) = 
1 q2j+l). I- I j=o ( - 
COROLLARY. I f  p(n) denotes the ordinary partition function, then 
p(n) ~ Q(n) ~- Bk,k(n) (rood 2), 
for all k > O. 
PROOF: p(n) -- ( - l )nQ(n)  = 2qo(n); p(n) - Bg,k(n) = 2qk(n). 
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